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copywriting  on print  ad
Print ad characteristics:

So, it has to be:

?visual: picture and copy
?no audio. no movement. 
?some prints use mass media / press, it is a part of million 
attractions that builds by many issues. 

?break the clutter 
?maximize the power of visual and copywriting
?big bang visual, punchy copywriting 
?grab attention by exploiting the USP   
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how  to  structure  your  copy?

main message --> wrap into or into  
or into . the structure below isn’t only on print ad!

(how to grab attention, build curiosity, 
attract people to enjoy it on nest steps) 

(a bridge that connecting your idea to the content ) 

(details information of the product / service)

   
  

copy & visual copy only
visual only

headline

sub headline

body copy



headline
headline = the single most-important element of a print ad. 
it’s a hook to grab attention, just like fishing! 

the headline has to work together with other elements; graphic 
/ visual and off course the bodycopy! 

some kind of headline type:

?rhyming / irama: Permen bolong, rasa plong!        
senang bikin tenang 

?pro - contra: Maju satu-satu, damai ramai-ramai        
kecil listriknya, besar tenaganya!

?twisting / putar balik: comedy, we take it serious!
makin tua makin bergigi!                  



subheadline
subheadline = used to impart secondary information. the 

headline must grab the reader, but subheadline can 
explain the deal further.

not all ads require a subheadline, but this element, generally set in 

smaller type, sis there to give the reader additional information without 
cluttering up your ad.

bodycopy
bodycopy = sell copy, is where you can explain your offer in 

detail. but...keep it in brief! keeep it simple and 
easy to read. 

not all people will read the entire part of ad. 
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let  it  be  in  your  mind

Get attention:

Get interest:

Since there is a great possibility that your reader has 
something else in her mind when she sees your ad copy, you 
have to grab her attention. You have to make her read at least 
the initial few words so that you prepare the ground for 
further communication.

Once you've got her attention, you should be interesting enough 
to make her read on. Getting attention is fine, but if your copy 
is drab and uninteresting, she'll soon get distracted and move 
on to something more interesting. Make her want to read 
more by using captivating expressions.



let  it  be  in  your  mind

Create desire:

Initiate action:

If your copy is interesting, your reader will desire to know 
more about the product or service you are trying to promote 
even if she has no requirement for it presently. Kindle that 
desire. Do not spill all the beans at the outset but show enough 
to encourage her to explore further or at least remember to 
return back to your ad copy or your web page.

This is the final stage, and the ultimate goal for every ad copy. 
After all your copy 
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guerilla ad
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